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Without a Hitch
“Without a Hitch is a delightfully quirky novel that
proves the age-old adage ‘We plan, God laughs.’
Filled with fascinating insights into the world of
high-end wedding planning, you can’t help but
cheer for Lottie Jones as she learns that you can’t
script your life and that, sometimes, the best laid
plans are the ones you never make.”

“Without a Hitch kept me laughing and loving
every fun-filled page! Cancel your plans because
you will not be able to put the book down once
you start! I absolutely loved it!”

— Emily Giffin, #1 New York Times bestselling author
of All We Ever Wanted and The Lies that Bind

“Wonderfully over-the-top characters add verve
. . . This raucous and well-plotted romp will charm
any reader with their eye on a pair of Louboutins
fit for walking down the aisle.”

“Put a ring on Without a Hitch—a sweet, Southern
confection of a book about what it takes to
orchestrate everyone else’s happily ever after
when your own heart has been broken. This sneak
peek into the world of high-end wedding planning
will keep you laughing as Lottie deconstructs the
fairy tale and finds her authentic self.”

— Jodi Picoult, #1 New York Times bestselling author
of Wish You Were Here and The Book of Two Ways
“Without a Hitch is a must read. It is absolutely
fabulous. As someone who works in the wedding
industry, I found this book’s brevity, humor, and
the glamorous over-the-top world of Southern
Weddings a true joy to read. This is the book
you will be gifting to all your friends!”

— Mindy Weiss, bestselling author of The Wedding Book

— Lisa Patton, bestselling author of RUSH and
WHISTLIN’ DIX IE IN A NOR’E ASTER

—Publishers Weekly
“Huddleston and Paul’s debut is a charming
balance of dishy detail about high-end weddings
and coming-of-age workplace comedy, featuring
a plucky and appealing heroine whose misadventures will delight readers. While there are
some romantic elements, it’s not a romantic
comedy—the focus is on Lottie’s personal and
professional growth rather than a happily-everafter. Fans of Sophie Kinsella and Meg Cabot
will enjoy this sassy Southern take on chick lit.”

- Booklist
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Without a Hitch
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1.

We meet Lottie when she’s a newly single recent

graduate. What was your first impression of her?

9.

Lottie and her friends discuss the challenges of

balancing life and work, especially as women. For Natalia,
none of the women higher up in her company have

2. Have you ever gotten carried away by your own ideas
about what should happen and (to whatever degree) lost
hold of reality? Have any of your plans for your future
completely fallen apart?

3. Conversely, have you ever found yourself somewhere—

personal lives she thinks she’d aspire to. Would you see
that as a challenge or as a sign to find another career/
company/job?

10. Both Griffin and Lottie felt swept up in an expectation,
real or otherwise, that they had to find a spouse in college.
Have you ever felt pressure from yourself or your

whether it’s a relationship, a job, a home, etc.— and felt

surroundings to hit certain life benchmarks by a certain

like you just stumbled into it, the way Lottie did with wed-

age? How did that impact you?

ding planning? If so, did you stay?

4. Many of the weddings in the book were inspired by real
couples’ events—and mishaps. Which was your favorite
wedding?

5. As the event planners know, every couple has the one

11. If you’re married, what was the biggest disaster that
occurred surrounding or during your wedding?

12. As he and Lottie work together more, Griffin keeps
dropping negative comments about marriage. We
eventually learn that Griffin divorced after a brief

major “must” at their wedding. If you’re married, what was

marriage to his college sweetheart. Why do you think

it for you? Or, if you’ve never been married, what would

Griffin would rather not try again?

it be if you had a wedding?

6. Lottie struggles at different points to find significance

13. Several characters proved to be different than Lottie’s
initial assumptions about them. Which character do

and purpose in her work. Whether you work in or out of

you identify with most? Were there any who frustrated

the home, does that resonate with you?

you? Who was your favorite?

7. Matt represents so much about the life and relationship 14.

Did you expect Lottie to be betrayed by Claire?

Lottie always believed she wanted. Did you ever think

Have you ever felt blindsided by someone you thought

Matt stood a chance? Would you have given him a shot?

had your back?

8. You may not have planned a wedding to someone who
never proposed, but have you ever thrown yourself into a
plan/goal only to realize it wasn’t actually the right thing
for you?

